BY ASHLEY SWANSON

Alfred University hosted its first-ever study abroad fair on Feb. 1.

Present were representatives from programs in over 30 different countries, including 13 program representatives, including two from the University’s home country of the United States, from the AU Career Development Center. Assistant Director Pete Visscher, who was available to represent 100 students, especially said Alfred’s first study abroad fair was a success. Allocation of the incoming year’s students, however, had not entirely been turned over to count.

The purpose of the fair was to show students what’s inside of Alfred. “If you want to go up to any country in the world, you’re able to see our students,” said Visscher. The minute after the biggest misconceptions about abroad studying is that it will dishearten the student, as they are not able to graduate within four years.

“Students aren’t able to graduate until you graduate, according to Visscher. “It’s not very hard to go abroad, but you have to have a sense of what you’re going to do.”

Visscher said.

A study abroad office is housed on the second floor of Alfman Hall. Appointments can be made at extension 2589, though all are welcome.

AU students plan to host first ever ALANA alumni reunion

BY JERSEY JOHNSON

For the first time ever, alumni of ALANA will have a reunion to call their own. And it’s all thanks to the school’s latest efforts to strengthen programs that we are proud to say that we, the members of ALANA, have gotten lost.”

Ledgister said. The original idea was to bring back recent graduates and get them interested in the present AU that they were part of. However, the original goal has developed into a celebration, according to Ledgister. “This is a school for everybody,” said Ledgister. “We want current students to leave with a sense of pride,” said Gil. “Pride for ALANA and pride for ALU.”

Visscher has connected Alfred to 70 more countries since she came to Alfred last August. Director Petra Visscher has connected Alfred to 70 more countries since she came to Alfred last August.
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The title of Black History Month around the nation invokes feelings of pride and unity, but many students of the father side of the family might feel that this is a bit premature.

A nation founded on principles of life, liberty and justice has a past stained with the experiences of various minority groups. The institutions of our contemporary society include the realization of minority groups have substantial negative effects for minorities. As a result, it does not necessarily carry a negative connotation. It is the responsibility of all Americans to contribute to the advancement of a more diverse and accepting society. The existence of a broad and liberal education encompasses different kinds of people.

While many people stick to what they know, there are numerous others who have experienced different parts of the world and have learned to appreciate the diversity of cultures. This is beneficial for everyone and essential for a more accepting society.

The Fiul Lux welcomes your opinion. Anyone may write a letter to the editor. The editors reserve the right to edit all letters, except those written for special purposes such as story ideas and class and student affairs. The editors reserve the right to edit letter length, style, clarity, brevity and fair play. E-mail your thoughts to fiatlux@alfred.edu. Printed letters may also be submitted to the community of your possessions, challenges, and opportunities.

Side-Hill Dutchmen: At work in the community.

For those of you who don’t know, the Side-Hill Dutchmen Society is an organization that has recently formed to help the people of Allegany County, rural sections of the Alfred/Kiowa/Wells area. The group aims to assist residents of these areas in need of assistance, by providing financial aid for an unforeseen expense. In late January, during the men’s and women’s snowshoeing and hiking events, we also collected canned and dry foods, as well as clothing, shoes and bedding. We have made a couple steps to date and plan to continue in the future. Let’s see... what else. As if we are working in conjunction with the Kiowa and the Kiowa Club to be trained in disaster relief for Alfred and surroundings. We are in the early stages of a deal with the Oakville Fire Company, though this is a ways from finalization. You are to receive this issue at any time.

Side-Hill Dutchmen: At work in the community.

If you have story ideas or want to write, come to a general meeting, Friday night at 7 p.m. in the Joe’s Club.

February 5, 2005

Roving Reporter

What did you do on Superbowl Sunday? Quora and protons by Matthew Bay

Yes, I did watch the Superbowl. I watched the Packers lose, even though I didn’t really care who won.

Cathy Laney

History

"The men and the girls eat as much food as possible. We yell at each other like Pirate fans until Philly lost - I truly think that football just wasn’t very good. It’s the best day of each year when we watch the Superbowl." 

Chris Barratt

History

"I was born in a small town over in my hometown. My house wasn’t very big, and we did not go to the movies very often. My parents bought me a TV for my 10th birthday. I really enjoyed it, but I only had it for a few years before I had to get a new one."

Dave Cooper

Marketing

"I didn’t do anything. I went to Wal-Mart and went to a CES education board meeting. I didn’t watch the game. I didn’t watch any football, as TV at all, but I did watch the game, if you will."
Letter to the Public

New University mission statement to reflect consensus of entire community and friends

Dear Campus Community,

As many of you know, Alfred University recently completed a self-study of our Middle States Association accreditation process. All universities in the region are required to assess their purpose, vision, mission, and goals.

Alfred’s self-study document (October 2005) has been approved by the Board of Trustees, the faculty, and the students. The New Mission Statement has been included in the Pliix, the student newspaper, and the Alfred Observer, the alumni newspaper.

Below is a sample of the new mission statement:

"Alfred University is committed to excellence in undergraduate education. The University seeks to provide its students with an environment that will prepare them for lifelong learning and professional success. The University will continue to be a leader in the development of interdisciplinary programs and the use of technology in the classroom.
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You better Belize it!

BY ADRIENNE EGGLINGER
PRODUCTION MANAGER

Last semester Robert Myers taught a two credit course entitled Belize and the Caribbean. Throughout the semester we learned about the culture of this Central American country. After gathering as much information about Belize as we could, we took our knowledge and went to Belize for a week during winter break. We left January 7 at 4 am and did not return to cold Alfred until January 14. While we left the Rochester Airport the temperature was 18 degrees. After traveling for about seven hours, we stepped out of the plane in Belize City and into the warm air. It was 90 degrees the day we arrived. Belize City is our home town, which is located in the country of Belize where we visited the United States Embassy. From there we went west to San Ignacio. Here we climbed the Maya Ruins and hiked through the jungles. That was our last stop for the day, we spent a couple of nights on the coast in Placencia where we went out to the Caribbean Sea. For the last two nights of our trip we stayed on Tobacco Caye, an island about a half hour boat ride from the main city of Dangriga.

The last two nights of our amazing trip we stayed on the island, Tobacco Caye. This island is only 5 acres and has about 20 locals that live on it. We stayed at Ocean's Edge and had our own kitchen. We were able to go dolphin and manatee watching, fishing, snorkeling, and play on the beach. One night for dinner we each had our own lobster. We were able to talk to the locals and learn about their daily routines. At night we passed the time by doing karaoke and dancing.

On the way through Belize we were able to stop and hike to St. Herman's Cave. The caves in Belize are registered archaeological sites, which can be entered only with a licensed guide. Pictured here is the opening to the cave. St. Herman's Cave is a sinkhole, which continues underground for a quarter of a mile. At the end of the cave is the Blue Hole National Park. The Blue Hole is a collapsed underground river channel. It has retained water throughout the years. We were able to cool off in the Blue Hole.

On the second day of our trip we went to see the Maya Ruins. The Maya Ruins are from 300 BC. This is the Caracol site and it once had a population of more than 150,000. Although it now lies in ruins, the people who once lived in this city have left a lasting impression on the physical and cultural landscape that we now know as Caracol, Belize. The structures shown here were once homes, temples, and homes. The tallest structure is 160 feet high.

On the way we were able to stop and hike to St. Herman's Cave. The caves in Belize are registered archaeological sites, which can be entered only with a licensed guide. Pictured here is the opening to the cave. St. Herman's Cave is a sinkhole, which continues underground for a quarter of a mile. At the end of the cave is the Blue Hole National Park. The Blue Hole is a collapsed underground river channel. It has retained water throughout the years. We were able to cool off in the Blue Hole.

Towards the end of the trip we spent the day on Monkey River. Surrounding this island are conservation areas which are the home of many monkeys. We were given a tour around the island in search of the monkeys. Our guide was able to see his favorite and turn a path so we could view the monkeys. Later that day we hiked through the conservation, even though the paths were completely muddy. We learned about the vegetation of the area as well.

For a night we stayed at the Maya Centre Village. Shown here are the children straightening up their classroom in order to get ready for the school day. The classrooms have no computers or television. Most of the children do not even wear shoes in class. The majority of the students were also boys.

APRIL 14, 2005

ANNOUNCEMENT
Undergraduate Research Forum
for ALL undergraduate students
5:30 - 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, April 14, 2005 through Honors Convocation on Friday, April 15, 2005 at McLane Center Gym

Come share your research results and be eligible for awards!
Electronic Submission Deadline: March 11, 2005
More information and forms available at
http://www.alfred.edu/research/html/u rfform.html or call the Office of Research at 871-3863.
February 15, 2005
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— Returning to Alphabet with Peter Jenkins

By CHRIS GORDON

STAFF WRITER

On the morning of Jan. 27, I struggled through the snow of downtown Alfred. Everything looked grey, and the world seemed to have been suddenly frozen in time. People seemed to move slowly, as if they were afraid to break the spell of the moment.

Don't think I wasn't excited, though. I had had the opportunity to visit some of the most famous names in the world, and I was eager to get started.

Jenkins worked the STAFF for all students, and I was surprised to find that so many students had heard his speech to announce the first of his second trek across the United States. It was a sunny day, with a light breeze blowing, and the world seemed to be set right again.

"He's a great guy," one student told me. "He's really passionate about his work, and he's always willing to help others."

As I walked through the campus, I couldn't help but smile. This was my first day on the job, and I was already feeling like I was part of something special.

"Welcome," said Jenkins, as he shook my hand. "I'm glad to have you here."

I was a little nervous, but I quickly realized that I was in good hands. Jenkins had spent years preparing for this moment, and he was ready to share his knowledge with me.

Jenkins introduced me to the rest of the staff, who were equally excited to have me join them. We spent the day getting to know each other, and I was surprised to find that I already felt like part of the team.

"You're always going to run into problems trying to do something like this," Jenkins told me. "You have to be prepared for anything, and you have to be flexible."

I couldn't have agreed more. I was ready to take on the challenge, and I knew that I had a great team to help me.

The next couple days, our visit to our hotel beds- side, I introduced us to the world of and....

SAB drops large act this semester

By TAYLOR WILLIAMS

STAFF WRITER

College can be considered a place to learn, play and relax. It is a place where students can grow and develop as individuals. However, the SAB (Student Activities Board) at Alfred University is no exception.

Director of Student Activities Steve Hood said that the SAB's mission is to improve student involvement in campus activities. The SAB understands that college can be a challenging time for students, and they want to make sure that every student feels welcome and supported.

"We want to make sure that students feel that they have opportunities to join the national community," Hood said.

The SAB has several programs that help students get involved in campus activities. Some of these programs include the SAB Drop-In Center, which is open seven days a week, and the SAB Welcome Center, which is open eight days a week.

The SAB Drop-In Center is open from 9 a.m. to 11 p.m. every day. This is a great place for students to come and relax or study, and it is open to all students.

The SAB Welcome Center is open from 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. every day. This is a great place for students to come and get help with anything they need.

The SAB also has several events that happen throughout the year. Some of these events include the SAB Music Festival, which is held every semester, and the SAB Back-to-School Bash, which is held every fall.

The SAB is always looking for new ways to involve students in campus activities. They are always looking for new ideas and new ways to make campus life better for everyone.

"We want to make sure that every student feels welcome and supported," Hood said. "We want to make sure that students feel that they have opportunities to join the national community."
**BY JESSICA FROCK**

FEATURES EDITOR

Milan, New York, Paris, London. Only the best designers show off their goods in these centers of fashion. Now, Alfredo can be added to the list. Kurt Langeland, six feet Tord Fore, you can say as well. He's become a favorite among up-and-coming designers Gwen Brown, Devon White and Aliya Mutiphas. The host of the North American Caribbean Student Association Fashion Show was greater than any New York Fashion Week. Friday, Feb. 5, was the right to see and be seen.

Holmes Auditorium packed in spectators from surrounding areas including Buffalo, Rochester and New York City Sophomore Integration Manager turned on the music, mesmerizing some Native Americans.

The host of the show, Jessica Cabrera, Ron Hunter and Chat Brown addressed the audience to introduce and captivating the audience with their wit and ability to improve.

Models not only provided excellent stage, but they demonstrated the work made by the sewing and design students. Showing off their talents, by Dennis Ocean, the DCs for the event. These models weren't just any BI-Lin models, these women and men wore some of Alfred's finest. And when I say fine, I mean it.

The first scene was called "Moroner and the Moon." The models staggered in gold and silver, face and shoulders, looking like a moonlit fan.

The Middle Eastern Dance Organization performed, wowding the audience with their marvelous belly dancing skills. The number was sensational.

Next was "Samba." Zebras, tigers and monkeys, off my, abandoned straw hats. These models flung their animal print clothing and makeup tattoos to two of the world's most-famous models. Everything was organized in great time, making sure no one was ever out of coordinated water.

The show started with a ribbon to the host, Fernando Carmo and we politely and the words of "Fashion." Fernando seriously denounced the importance of the very thing that makes the world go around.

"Fashion" came once, a tribute to the host. The models surrounded models wearing black, and pink and white.

The audience could only gasp if they were in a hush hush tone.

The first scene, "Wild and Crazy" was up and in. The dance dressed their finer suits with more off the shoulder and colorful pieces. The sheer silver bows, rainbow thigh highs and rhinestones wereamazing.

The set "Stress" performed a slow song dedicated to the audience. The night was fairly in the air, the audience seduced with their sexiness visible.

Males, the more fashion continued with "Fireworks." The good-ol blue, red and white was the inspiration for this act with a long gown, red outfit, and lady green, which was ultimately screaming and even blue lighting. One of the hosts, Chaz Brown played the piano and sang gracefully, and was joined by the Latin-Indian vocalists, the kim in black. Together the two were amazing they received a standing ovation on the audience. This was really a fantastic performance of fashion and talent.

The show scene has a reputation that keeps growing each year, the end of "Stressful." This is when the music fell and the final scene turned to a dance.

The show was a hit. The models were remarkable on the stage. The audience roared as the models show off everything to black and pink hair and mascara. Tyra Banks, you're old news. Kaye Moss, an onlooker. Step aside the "Rude" and "Smooth" performed by the models. Everything was perfect. Good hair and make up were the standard for this fabulous show.

There was something for the women of the audience also when the last show ended. The audience was taken off guard and breathless. Stephanie Thompson opened the show by beautifully singing the Black and Blue. Scorsese focuses on the important events of young aviation/Hollywood mogul should take on the same. Scorsese doesn't hit the viewer over the head with Hughes' bizarre need for perfection; he lets the scene be the main character, letting the audience know about the Hughes' manic/obsessive nature. Howard Hughes is plane. Scorsese simply hints at the direction Hughes' career will be, it's up to the viewer to make his decision.

Hughes' death, "Not enough to be" chronicles the last years of Howard Hughes' life. The main story leads to Hughes' manic/obsessive nature. Howard Hughes' biographer, Leonard DeCario is surprisingly engaging and deeply disheled for the character. DeCario, despite his byAL.png

### Dr. Laura offers up no-nonsense advice for women

**BY JOHN TOMASINO**

STAFF WRITER

Scaring high-teen and young people by their peers, and their own minds, is the topic that Dr. Laura offers up no-nonsense advice for women. According to Schlessinger, the number one mistake women make while raising their children is being too busy with their own lives and not stopping to think about the mistakes they make.

Dr. Laura offers up no-nonsense advice for women. She tells women that they may have troubles in their lives but they, instead of hurting them, the way they've been hurting them for however long, stop the debt and confusion.

"Stupid devotion." This is when a woman stays in a no-win relationship. To Schlessinger, there is an amazing movie in the Herrick collection named The Aviator, which can be watched at the cinema. It's a black and white movie that can be watched at any movie theater where the audience can enjoy the film and learn from it.

I had to cry myself to sleep after watching this movie. The Aviator, which can be watched at any movie theater where the audience can enjoy the film and learn from it. The Aviator is the story of Howard Hughes and his last years of his life. The Aviator is a black and white movie that can be watched at any movie theater where the audience can enjoy the film and learn from it.
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Valentine’s Day overrated and lowers self-esteem

There was once a time when I thought the holidays like Columbus Day and other Day were pretty much the same holidays everyone observed. I mean, come on, when are you not supposed to observe the holidays?

But then I realized that there is far more symbols. While holidays like Columbus Day may not be benevolent, they do serve the purpose of reminding, at least some part of society, that they are in our existence.

It’s the nature of space and time to be uncertain. Isn’t it funny to think about all of the possibilities that can happen? It’s the beginning of a long, exciting way for the future.

You're not going to have time for fun. Suddenly, the entire mall is filled with people staring at and saying, “Oh, we’ll have to buy you a Valentine’s Day gift.”

And you know what else? Simple people aren’t allowed to go anywhere on Valentine’s Day. It’s a rather interesting phenomenon that we’re not interested in protecting our realities, but we’re interested in protecting our identities. On any other day of the year, no one cares about any of it, but on Valentine’s Day, we’re not allowed to go away.

So be sure to take the example of Crete Balbog, the family, single manager who goes to the mall on Valentine’s Day. He himself.

Suddenly the entire mall is filled with people staring at and saying, “Oh, we’ll have to buy you a Valentine’s Day gift.”

He said, “Why don't you get down and see your Horoscopes.”

Feeling a tad overwhelmed? Make yourself comfortable.

You know, when you’re not supposed to talk. It seems to exist solely to make those of us who aren’t sure how to interact with people be even more clueless.

And it’s important you don’t get stuck in a rut. You don’t see? You don’t see? You don’t see? You don’t see?

That’s just about the last thing you want to do. That’s the last thing you want to do. You don’t want to see.

That’s why I decided to share this information. It is important to keep communicating with every person as things begin to happen in their lives.

Graduating on time: Class schedules conflict? Short one a few

Enjoyed reading this? Want to learn more?

There are several places where you can find information on your computer. One is the website

Here’s a fun fact: the only place you can find this information is on our website. The only place you can find it is on our website.
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Taurus

(April 20 – May 20)

This is not a business relationship. It’s not even a love relationship. It’s not a friendship. It’s not a relationship at all. It’s a business relationship.

And it’s important that you don’t keep making these mistakes. Make your intentions known at the week’s start, and it’s important you don’t get stuck in a rut. You don’t see? You don’t see?
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The New Year in New York will be a battle of the two of the league's biggest stars. On one side is the New York Knicks, with their billion-dollar payroll and the best player in the league, Michael Jordan. On the other side is the New Jersey Nets, with their money woes and the Eastern Conference's best player, Jason Kidd.

The Knicks have been in the news lately, with reports of a dispute between head coach Isiah Thomas and center Patrick Ewing. The dispute has led to Ewing's trade request, and it is expected to continue throughout the season. Meanwhile, Jordan has been performing at an extremely high level, scoring 35 points per game and leading the league in three-point shooting.

The Nets, on the other hand, have been struggling. They have a new head coach in Tom Kean, who is trying to turn the team around. However, they have been inconsistent, and their lack of depth is a concern. The team's leading scorer is point guard Stephon Marbury, who is averaging 24 points per game.

With the Knicks and Nets playing each other in the opening night game, it is expected to be a highly anticipated clash. The game will be broadcast on national television, and it is expected to draw a large audience.

In other sports news, the New York Giants have announced that they will be playing an exhibition game against the New England Patriots, who finished the regular season with a 14-2 record. The game is expected to be a showcase of the best players in the league, and it will be held in the Meadowlands Stadium.

On the college sports scene, the Alfred University track team has been making headlines. Freshman sprinter Amaan Siddeeq has set a new school record for the 55-meter dash, eclipsing the previous record by 0.2 seconds. Siddeeq's time of 6.56 seconds ties the school mark for the 60-yard dash.

Siddeeq, who is working hard to correct the problem. "I pop up too quickly," said Siddeeq. "People say I'm naturally fast, but you have to work at it." With all of this success early in his college career, Siddeeq will be pushing himself to be the best he can be.